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File storage Microsoft Fortran 77 v3.31: 

- For 1.exe - the first pass of the compiler; 

- Pas2.exe- second pass compiler; 

- Link.exe - linker; 

- Fortran.lib, math.lib - standard libraries. 

File storage Microsoft Fortran 77 v5.0: 

- F1.exe - the first pass of the compiler; 

- F2.exe - second pass compiler; 

- F3.exe, f3s.exe - third pass of the compiler; 

- Fl.exe - the master file to control compilation; 

- Fl.hlp - file describing the parameters for fl.exe; 

- Llibfor7.lib, frifor.lib - standard libraries; 

- Link.exe - linker. 

File storage Fortran Silverfrost FTN95 for Microsoft® .NET and Win32: 

- Ftn95.exe - Fortran compiler; 

- Slink.exe - linker; 

- Salslibc.dll and salslibc.lib - static and dynamic standard library. 

Modern Fortran run both windowed and in console mode. To automate the work with 

compilers in console mode, you can make batch command files. 

Example. Make and save the file prg.for Fortran source code, for example, as follows: 

C. Do it - Hello, world !! 

PROGRAM HELLO 

WRITE (*, *) '***** Hello, world !! ***** ' 

STOP 

END 

Figure 2.1 provides source code editing mode FAR. 

Fig. 2.1. File greeting prg.for in FAR 

Example. As directed by the teacher to find the location of files MS Fortran 77 v 3.31 

and check the file structure. 

Using the file manager FAR find appropriate directory and see the files available 

for1.exe, pas2.exe, link.exe, fortran.lib, math.lib (Fig. 2.2). 
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Fig. 2.2. File structure and location of the file MS Fortran 77 v 3.31 bar FAR (right) 

Example. Make a batch command file to automate the process of compiling the output 

files (for MS Fortran 77 v 3.31). The preparation of a batch file batch process 

automation compiling MS Fortran 77 v3.31 in FAR create a file with VAT, for 

example, F.BAT. It contains the following commands: 

ECHO OFF 

SET TMP = E: \ TEMP 

CLS 

COPY% 1.FOR REZERV.TXT 

D: \ DOS \ F77 \ FOR1.EXE% 1.FOR; 

IF ERRORLEVEL 2 GOTO END 

D: \ DOS \ F77 \ PAS2.EXE 

D: \ DOS \ F77 \ LINK.EXE% 1.obj ,,, D: \ DOS \ F77 \ FORTRAN.LIB D: \ DOS \ 

F77 \ MATH.LIB 

COPY REZERV.TXT% 1.FOR 

: END First, we should carefully review the paths where the files Fortran. You can also 

provide comments for each command and output information messages about the 

progress of the compilation. 

Example. As directed by the teacher to find the location of files MS Fortran 77 v 5.0. 

Using the file manager FAR find appropriate directory and see the files available MS 

Fortran 77 v 5.0: f1.exe, f2.exe, f3.exe, f3s.exe, fl.exe, fl.hlp, llibfor7.lib, frifor.lib, 

link.exe (rys.2.3). 

Fig. 2.3. File structure and location of the file MS Fortran 77 v 5.0 box FAR (left) 

Example. Run the procedure for obtaining a prg.exe prg.obj files from the source file 

prg.for, which was compiled before. 

Put files and compiler source code file in the same directory. The main file compiler 

MS Fortran 77 v 5.0 - fl.exe - takes control of all phases of compiling and linking, 

however, get set files is also possible for the following: 

- Compilation and receiving prg.obj: fl.exe -c prg.for 

- Prg.obj linking to the state prg.exe: link.exe prg.obj ,,,,, 

Example. As directed by the teacher to find the location of the files Silverfrost FTN95 
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for Microsoft® .NET and Win32. Check the file structure of the compiler. 

Using the file manager FAR find appropriate directory and see the files available 

FTN95: ftn95.exe, slink.exe, salslibc.dll and salslibc.lib (rys.2.4). 

Fig. 2.4. File structure and location of the file Silverfrost FTN95 for Microsoft® .NET 

and Win32 box FAR (right) 

Example. Perform compile the source file prg.for, which was compiled before, using the 

compiler Silverfrost FTN95 for Microsoft® .NET and Win32, linking of the file to the 

state prg.obj prg.exe file and launch the resulting file for execution. 

Put files and compiler source code file in the same directory. The procedure for 

compilation: ftn95.exe prg.for 

The resulting file prg.obj. The result of the compiler shown in Fig. 2.5. 

File linking prg.obj: slink.exe prg.obj 

The resulting file prg.exe. 

As a result of consistent work programs and ftn95.exe slink.exe were part of a file and 

the files prg.obj prg.exe (Fig. 2.6). 

We carry the resulting program. The result of the program prg.exe shown in Figures 

2.5-2.7. 

Fig. 2.5. The result of compiler Silverfrost FTN95 for Microsoft® .NET and Win32 

Fig. 2.6. Prg.obj files in the file and prg.exe composition (left panel) 

Figure 2.7. The results of the program prg.exe 

Example. More options Compiler Silverfrost FTN95 for Microsoft® .NET and Win32. 

The parameters Compiler (help): ftn95.exe /? 

Compiling and linking: ftn95.exe prg.for / link 

Compilation, linking and execution: ftn95.exe prg.for / lgo 

Option enhanced statistics: ftn95.exe / statistics 


